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d hoc networks are complex distributed systems that
consist of wireless mobile or static nodes that can
freely and dynamically self-organize. In this way they

form arbitrary, and temporary, “ad hoc” network topologies,
allowing devices to seamlessly interconnect in areas with no
pre-existing infrastructure. Recently, the introduction of new
protocols such as Bluetooth [1], IEEE 802.11 [2], and Hyper-
lan [3] are making possible the deployment of ad hoc net-
works for commercial purposes. As a result, considerable
research efforts have been made in this new challenging wire-
less environment. For simplicity, in this article we will use the
term MANETs instead of mobile ad hoc networks, and
SANETs instead of static ad hoc networks. Also we note that
the term ad hoc networks will represent both mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) and static ad hoc networks (SANETs).

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) [4] was designed to
provide reliable end-to-end delivery of data over unreliable
networks. In theory, TCP should be independent of the tech-
nology of the underlying infrastructure. In particular, TCP
should not care whether the Internet Protocol (IP) is running
over wired or wireless connections. In practice, it does matter
because most TCP deployments have been carefully designed
based on assumptions that are specific to wired networks.
Ignoring the properties of wireless transmission can lead to
TCP implementations with poor performance.

In ad hoc networks, the principal problem of TCP lies in
performing congestion control in case of losses that are not
induced by network congestion. Since bit error rates are very
low in wired networks, nearly all TCP versions nowadays
assume that packet losses are due to congestion. Consequent-
ly, when a packet is detected to be lost, either by timeout or

by multiple duplicated ACKs, TCP slows down the sending
rate by adjusting its congestion window. Unfortunately, wire-
less networks suffer from several types of losses that are not
related to congestion, making TCP not adapted to this envi-
ronment. Numerous enhancements and optimizations have
been proposed over the last few years to improve TCP perfor-
mance over one-hop wireless (not necessarily ad hoc) net-
works. These improvements include infrastructure-based
WLANs [5–8], mobile cellular networking environments [9,
10], and satellite networks [11, 12]. Ad hoc networks inherit
several features of these networks, in particular high bit error
rates and path asymmetry, and add new problems caused by
mobility and multi-hop communications, such as network par-
titions, route failures, and hidden (or exposed) terminals. We
note that the following TCP versions — Tahoe, Reno,
Newreno, and Vegas — perform differently in ad hoc net-
works [13]. However, all these versions suffer from the same
problem: the inability to distinguish between packet losses due
to congestion and losses due to the specific features of ad hoc
networks. For more details about TCP versions see the
Appendix; for a survey of TCP versions we refer to [14].

By examining TCPs performance studies over MANETs
and SANETs, we identified the following four major prob-
lems:
• TCP is unable to distinguish between losses due to route

failures and losses due to network congestion.
• TCP suffers from frequent route failures.
• The contention on the wireless channel.
• TCP unfairness.
We note that the first two problems are the main causes of
TCP performance degradation in MANETs; the other two
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problems are the main causes of TCP performance degrada-
tion in SANETs. Based on these four problems, the proposals
that aim to improve TCP performance over ad hoc networks
are regrouped in four sets. We classify the proposals of a set
into two categories: cross layer proposals and layered propos-
als. In cross layer proposals, TCP and its underlying protocols
work jointly. For example, considerable improvements are
possible when TCP can differentiate between packet losses
due to congestion, which should activate the congestion con-
trol algorithm, and losses due to the specific features of
MANETs. In order to do that, some proposals suggest that
when the routing layer detects a route failure, it should notify
the TCP sender about a routing failure [15–19]. Upon receiv-
ing this notification, the TCP sender enters a freezing state. In
this state TCP stops sending data packets, and it freezes all its
variables to their current value, such as the congestion win-
dow and the retransmission timer. After route re-establish-
ment, the TCP sender goes back to the normal state. In
layered proposals, the problems of TCP are addressed at one
of the OSI layers. For example, in [20] Altman and Jimenez
use adaptive TCP delayed ACK to reduce the contention on
the wireless channel in SANETs. In [21] Fu et al. propose two
link layer techniques, called Link RED and adaptive pacing,
to improve TCP performance over SANETs.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We first dis-
cuss TCP’s challenges in ad hoc networks. We then survey
papers on TCP performance over mobile and static ad hoc
networks. We review the main proposals for improving TCP
performance, and we compare and discusses these proposals.
We then conclude the article and propose research directions.

TCP’S CHALLENGES IN AD HOC NETWORKS

The performance of TCP degrades in ad hoc networks,
because TCP has to face new challenges due to several rea-
sons specific to these networks: lossy channels, hidden and
exposed stations, path asymmetry, network partitions, route
failures, and power constraints.

LOSSY CHANNELS

The main causes of errors in wireless channels are the follow-
ing: 
• Signal attenuation: This is due to a decrease in the inten-

sity of the electromagnetic energy at the receiver (e.g.
due to long distance), which leads to low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). 

• Doppler shift: This is due to the relative velocities of the
transmitter and the receiver. Doppler shift causes fre-

quency shifts in the arriving signal, thereby complicating
the successful reception of the signal. 

• Multipath fading: Electromagnetic waves reflecting off
objects or diffracting around objects can result in the sig-
nal traveling over multiple paths from the transmitter to
the receiver. Multipath propagation can lead to fluctua-
tions in the amplitude, phase, and geographical angle of
the signal received at a receiver.
In order to increase the success of transmissions, link layer

protocols implement Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) or
Forward Error Correction (FEC), or both. For example,
IEEE 802.11 implements ARQ, so when a transmitter detects
an error, it will retransmit the frame; error detection is timer-
based. Bluetooth implements both ARQ and FEC on some
synchronous and asynchronous connections.

Note that packets transmitted over a fading channel may
cause the routing protocol to incorrectly conclude that there is
a new one-hop neighbor. This one-hop neighbor could pro-
vide a shorter route to even more distant nodes. Unfortunate-
ly, this new shorter route is usually unreliable. As an example,
in [22] Chin et al. deploy DSDV [23] and AODV [24] routing
protocols in a real network. They find that neither of these
protocols can provide a stable multi-hop route because of the
physical channel behavior, especially fading.

HIDDEN AND EXPOSED STATIONS

In ad hoc networks, stations may rely on physical carrier-sens-
ing mechanisms to determine an idle channel, such as in the
IEEE 802.11 DCF function. This sensing mechanism does not
solve completely the hidden station and the exposed station
problems [25]. Before explaining these problems, we need to
clarify the term “transmission range.” The transmission range
is the range, with respect to the transmitting station, within
which a transmitted packet can be successfully received.

A typical hidden terminal situation is depicted in Fig. 1.
Stations A and C have a frame to transmit to station B. Sta-
tion A cannot detect C’s transmission because it is outside the
transmission range of C. Station C (resp. A) is therefore “hid-
den” to station A (resp. C). Since the transmission areas of A
and C are not disjoint, there will be packet collisions at B.
These collisions make the transmission from A and C toward
B problematic. To alleviate the hidden station problem, virtu-
al carrier sensing has been introduced [2, 26]. It is based on a
two-way handshaking that precedes data transmission. Specifi-
cally, the source station transmits a short control frame, called
Request-To-Send (RTS), to the destination station. Upon
receiving the RTS frame, the destination station replies by a
Clear-To- Send (CTS) frame, indicating that it is ready to
receive the data frame. Both RTS and CTS frames contain
the total duration of the data transmission. All stations receiv-
ing either RTS or CTS will keep silent during the data trans-
mission period (e.g. station C in Fig. 1).

However, as pointed out in [21, 27], the hidden station
problem may persist in IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks even
with the use of the RTS/CTS handshake, because the power
needed to interrupt a packet reception is much lower than
that required to deliver a packet successfully. In other words,
a node’s transmission range is smaller than the sensing node
range. For more details see the model of the physical layer
implemented in the NS-2 and Glomosim simulators [28, 29].

The exposed station problem results from a situation
where a transmission has to be delayed because of the trans-
mission between two other stations within the sender’s trans-
mission range. In Fig. 2 we show a typical scenario where the
exposed terminal problem occurs. Let us assume that A and C
are within B’s transmission range, and A is outside C’s trans-
mission range. Let us also assume that B is transmitting to A,
and C has a frame to be transmitted to D. According to the
carrier sense mechanism, C senses a busy channel because of

n Figure 1. Hidden terminal problem: packets sent to B by A 
and C will collide at B.

Transmissions collision
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B’s transmission. Therefore, station C will refrain from trans-
mitting to D, although this transmission would not cause
interference at A. The exposed station problem may thus
result in a reduction of channel utilization.

It is worth noting that hidden terminal and exposed termi-
nal problems are correlated with the transmission range. By
increasing the transmission range, the hidden terminal prob-
lem occurs less frequently. On the other hand, the exposed
terminal problem becomes more important as the transmis-
sion range identifies the area affected by a single transmis-
sion.

PATH ASYMMETRY

Path asymmetry in ad hoc networks may appear in several
forms as bandwidth asymmetry, loss rate asymmetry, and
route asymmetry.

Bandwidth Asymmetry — Satellite networks suffer from
high bandwidth asymmetry, resulting from various engineering
tradeoffs (such as power, mass, and volume), as well as the
fact that for space scientific missions, most of the data origi-
nates at the satellite and flows to the earth. The return link is
not used, in general, for data transferring. For example, in
broadcast satellite networks the ratio of the bandwidth of the
satellite-earth link over the bandwidth of the earth-satellite
link is about 1000 [11]. On the other hand, in ad hoc net-
works, the degree of bandwidth asymmetry is not very high.
For example, the bandwidth ratio lies between 2 and 54 in ad
hoc networks that implement the IEEE 802.11 version g pro-
tocol [2]. The asymmetry results from the use of different
transmission rates. Because of this different transmission
rates, even symmetric source destination paths may suffer
from bandwidth asymmetry.

Loss Rate Asymmetry — This type of asymmetry takes place
when the backward path is significantly more lossy than the
forward path. In ad hoc networks this asymmetry occurs
because packet losses depend on local constraints that can
vary from place to place. Note that loss rate asymmetry may
produce bandwidth asymmetry. For example, in multi-rate
IEEE 802.11 protocol versions, senders may use the Auto-
Rate-Fallback (ARF) algorithm for transmission rate selec-
tion [30]. With ARF, senders attempt to use higher
transmission rates after consecutive transmission successes,
and revert to lower rates after failures. So, as the loss rate
increases the sender will keep using lower transmission rates.

Route Asymmetry — Unlike the previous two forms of asym-
metry, where the forward path and the backward path can be

the same, route asymmetry implies that distinct paths are used
for TCP data and TCP ACKs. This asymmetry may be an arti-
fact of the routing protocol used. Route asymmetry increases
routing overheads and packet losses in the case of a high
degree of mobility,1 because when nodes move, using a dis-
tinct forward and reverse route increases the probability of
route failures experienced by TCP connections. However, this
is not the case with static networks or networks that have a
low degree of mobility, as in the case of a network with routes
of high lifetime compared to the session transfer time. So it is
up to the routing protocols to select symmetric paths when
such routes are available in the case of ad hoc networks of
high mobility.

In the context of satellite networks, there has been much
research on how to improve TCP performance. However,
since satellite networks are out of the scope of this article, we
will limit ourselves to list three techniques introduced by these
proposals, which we believe might be useful in ad hoc net-
works.

The first technique is “TCP header compression,” which
reduces the size of the TCP ACKs on the backward path [31].
The second technique is “ACK filtering,” which reduces the
number of TCP ACKs transmitted by taking advantage of the
fact that TCP ACKs are cumulative [32]. The third technique
is “ACK congestion control,” which lets the receiver also con-
trol the congestion on the backward path. This is done by
dynamically maintaining a delayed-ACK factor d by the
receiver, and by sending one ACK for every d data packets
received [32]. The difference between ACK filtering and ACK
congestion control is that the first approach is a link-layer
technique that can be implemented at intermediate nodes,
while the second approach is a TCP-layer technique that is
implemented at the TCP sink. Unfortunately, these tech-
niques alone cause problems such as increasing the sender’s
burst traffic and also slowing the sender’s congestion window
growth. Thus it is necessary to adapt the sender congestion
control algorithm to avoid these problems. For details about
the sender adaptation techniques, we refer to [32]. The adap-
tive delayed-ACK proposed in [20] aims to reduce the con-
tention on the channel by reducing the number of TCP ACKs
transmitted. This proposal also alleviates the asymmetry prob-
lem in SANETs. We have not found any other proposal deal-
ing with the asymmetry problem in ad hoc networks.

NETWORK PARTITION

An ad hoc network can be represented by a simple graph G.
Mobile stations are the “vertices.” A successful transmission
between two stations is an undirected “edge.” Network parti-
tion happens when G is disconnected. The main reason for
this disconnection in MANETs is node mobility. Another fac-
tor that can lead to network partition is energy constrained
operation of nodes. An example of network partition is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. In this figure dashed lines are the links
between nodes. When node D moves away from node C this
results in a partition of the network into two separate compo-
nents. Clearly, the TCP agent of node A cannot receive the
TCP ACK transmitted by node F. If the disconnectivity per-
sists for a duration greater than the retransmission timeout
(RTO) of node A, the TCP agent will trigger the exponential
backoff algorithm [33], which consists of doubling the RTO
whenever the timeout expires. Originally, TCP does not have
an indication about the exact time of network reconnection.
This lack of indication may lead to long idle periods during
which the network is connected again, but TCP is still in the
backoff state.

n Figure 2. Exposed terminal problem: Because of B's transmis-
sion, C refrains transmission to D.

C refrains
transmission

B‘s transmission
range

BA C D

1 A network with routes of short lifetime compared to the session transfer
time is an example of a network with a high degree of mobility.
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ROUTING FAILURES

In wired networks route failures occur very rarely. In
MANETs they are frequent events. The main cause of route
failures is node mobility. Another factor that can lead to route
failures are the link failures caused by the contention on the
wireless channel, which is the main cause of TCP performance
degradation in SANETs. The route reestablishment duration
after route failure in ad hoc networks depends on the underly-
ing routing protocol, mobility pattern of mobile nodes, and
traffic characteristics. As already discussed, if the TCP sender
does not have indications on the route re-establishment event,
the throughput and session delay will degrade because of the
large idle time. Also, if the new route established is longer or
shorter in term of hops, than the old route TCP will face a
brutal fluctuation in round trip time (RTT). In addition, in ad
hoc networks, routing protocols that rely on broadcast Hello
messages to detect neighbors’ reachability may suffer from the
“communication gray zones” problem. In these zones data
messages cannot be exchanged, although broadcast Hello
messages and control frames indicate that neighbors are
reachable. So on sending a data message, routing protocols
will experience routing failures. In [34] Lundgren et al. have
conducted experiments and have subsequently concluded that
the origin of this problem is heterogeneous transmission rates,
the absence of an acknowledgment for broadcast packets,
small packet size of Hello messages, and fluctuations of wire-
less links.

POWER CONSTRAINTS

Because batteries carried by each mobile node have limited
power supply, processing power is limited. This is a major
issue in ad hoc networks, as each node is acting as an end sys-
tem and as a router at the same time, with the implication
that additional energy is required to forward and relay pack-
ets. TCP must use this scarce power resource in an “efficient”
manner. Here, efficiency means minimizing the number of
unnecessary retransmissions at the transport layer as well as at
the link layer.2 In general, in ad hoc networks there are two
correlated power problems: the first problem is “power sav-
ing,” which aims at reducing power consumption; the second
problem is “power control,” which aims at adjusting the trans-
mission power of mobile nodes. Power saving strategies have
been investigated at several levels of a mobile device, includ-
ing the physical-layer transmissions, the operation systems,
and the applications [35]. Power control can be jointly used
with routing or transport agents to improve the performance
of ad hoc networks [36, 37]. Power constraints on communica-
tions also reveal the problem of cooperation between nodes,
as nodes may not participate in routing and forwarding proce-
dures in order to save battery power.

TCP PERFORMANCE OVER
AD HOC NETWORKS

In this section we first report on the studies of TCP perfor-
mance over MANETs, and then we report on the studies of
TCP performance over SANETs. We conclude with a summary
of the major problems of TCP over static and mobile ad hoc
networks. In passing, we point out that routing protocols and
link-layer protocols in ad hoc networks are beyond the scope of
this article. Interested readers are referred to [38, 39] for details.

TCP PERFORMANCE OVER MANETS

In [16] Monks et al. investigate the impact of mobility on TCP
throughput in MANETs. In their simulation scenarios, nodes
move according to the random way-point model with 0 s
pause time. The speed of the node was uniformly distributed
in [0.9v – 1.1v] for some mean speed v. At the routing layer
the authors use DSR [40]. They report that when the mean
speed increases from 2m/s to 10m/s the throughput drops
sharply, but when it increases from 10m/s to 30m/s the
throughput drops slightly. They also remark that, for a given
mean speed, certain mobility patterns achieve throughput
close to 0, although the other mobility patterns are able to
achieve high throughput. By analyzing the simulations trace of
patterns of low throughput, they found that the TCP sender’s
routing protocol is unable to quickly recognize and purge stale
routes from its cache, which results in repeated routing fail-
ures and TCP retransmission timeouts. For patterns of high
throughput they found that most of time the TCP sender and
receiver are close to each other. By examining the mobility
patterns, the authors observe that as the sender and receiver
move closer to each other, DSR can maintain a valid route by
shortening the existing route before a routing failure occurs.
However, as the sender and receiver move away from each
other, DSR waits until a failure occurs to lengthen a route.
The route failure induces up to a TCP-window’s worth of
packet losses [41], and subsequent route discovery latency
often results in repeated TCP timeout. To prevent TCP invo-
cation of congestion control that deteriorates TCP throughput
in case of losses induced by mobility, the authors suggest
using the explicit link failure notification (ELFN) technique.
An overview of this technique is discussed later.

In [41], in addition to the problem highlighted in [16], i.e.
“TCP treats losses induced by route failures as signs of net-
work congestion,” Anantharaman et al. identify a set of fac-
tors that also contribute to the degradation of TCP throughput
in the presence of mobility. These factors are MAC failure
detection and route computation latencies. The MAC failure
detection latency is defined as the amount of time spent
before the MAC concludes a link failure. They found that in
the case of the IEEE 802.11 protocol, when the load is light
(one TCP connection) this latency is small and independent
of the speed of the nodes. However, in the case of high load,
the value of this latency is magnified and becomes a function
of the nodes’ speed. The route computation latency is defined
as the time taken to recompute the route after a link failure.
They found that, as for MAC failure detection latency, the
route computation latency increases with the load and
becomes a function of the nodes’ speed in the high-load case.
Also, the authors identify another problem, called MAC pack-
et arrival, that is related to routing protocols. In fact, when a
link failure is detected, the link failure is sent to the routing
agent of the packet that triggered the detection. If other
sources are using the same link in the path to their destina-
tions, the node that detects the link failure has to wait until it
receives a packet from these sources before they are informed
of the link failure. This also contributes to the delay after
which a source realizes that a path is broken.

n Figure 3. Network partition scenario: when D is moving 
away from C. The network is reconnected when E is moving
toward C.

Moving (2)
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TCP Sink
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2 The IEEE 802.11 protocol implements a local retransmission at the link
layer upon detecting a transmission error.
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In [42] Dyer and Boppana report simulation results on the
performance of TCP Reno over three different routing proto-
cols (AODV [24], DSR [40], and ADV [43]). It is found that
ADV performs well under a variety of mobility patterns and
topologies. Furthermore, they propose a heuristic technique
called fixed RTO to improve the performance of on-demand
routing protocols (AODV and DSR). An overview of this
technique is discussed later. In [44] Lim et al. show that TCP’s
performance degrades when the multipath routing protocol
SMR [45] is used. Multipath routing effects TCP by two fac-
tors: the first factor is the inaccuracy of the average RTT
measurement, which leads to more premature timeouts; the
second factor is out-of-order packet delivery via different
paths, which triggers duplicated ACK, which in turn triggers
TCP congestion control.

TCP PERFORMANCE OVER SANETS

In [20, 21, 46, 47] the authors report simulation results on
TCP throughput in a static linear multi-hop chain, where the
IEEE 802.11 protocol is used. In Fig. 4 we display a multi-hop
chain of N nodes. It is expected that as the number of hops
increases, the spatial reuse will also increase. However, simu-
lation results indicate that TCP throughput decreases “rapid-
ly” up to a point as the number of hops increases. It is argued
that this decrease is due to the hidden terminals problem,
which increases frame collisions. After a repeated3 transmis-
sion failure the MAC layer will react with two actions: first,
the MAC will drop the head-of-line frame destined for the
next hop (we note this type of drop is known also as a drop
due to contention on a wireless channel); second, the MAC
will notify the upper layer about a link failure. When the rout-
ing protocol of a source node detects a routing failure, it will
initiate a route re-establishment process. In general the route
re-establishment duration is greater than the retransmission
timer of the TCP agent; hence, the TCP agent will enter the
backoff procedure and will set its congestion window to 1.
Also, as the TCP sender does not have indications on the
route re-establishment event, TCP will suffer from a long idle
time. During this time the network may be connected again,
but TCP is still in the backoff state.

In [13] Xu and Saadawi study the performance of TCP
Tahoe, Reno, New Reno, Sack, and Vegas4 over the multi-
hop chain topology shown in Fig. 4, in the case where the
IEEE 802.11 protocol is used. It is shown that TCP Vegas
delivers the better performance and does not suffer from
instability. By tuning the sender TCP’s maximum window size
(advertised window) to approximately four packets, all TCP
versions perform similarly. Furthermore, the authors investi-
gate the performance of these TCP versions using the delayed-
ACK option, as defined in RFC 1122. According to the
mentioned RFC, the TCP sink will send one TCP ACK pack-
et for every two TCP packets received. This option will reduce

the contention on the wireless channel, because the data and
Ack packets share the same wireless channel. Simulating the
multihop chain with the delayed-ACK option, they report an
improvement of 15 percent to 32 percent.

In [46, 48] the authors study how TCP connections share
the bandwidth of the channel in the context of an ad hoc net-
work. They report some unfair bandwidth sharing using the
actual MAC 802.11 in a multi-hop communication environ-
ment. Moreover, in [49] Xu et al. show that also in scenarios
where TCP crosses wireless ad hoc and wired networks, the
TCP unfairness problem persists. In [50] Xu et al. report that
RED [51] did not solve TCP’s unfairness in ad hoc networks
because congestion does not happen in a single node, but
rather in an entire area involving multiple nodes. Thus, the
local packet queue at any single node cannot completely
reflect the network congestion state. For this reason they
define a new distributed queue that contains all packets whose
transmissions will affect the node transmission in addition to
its own packets. An overview of this proposal is given later. In
[52] Anastasi et al. investigate the performance of an IEEE
802.11 ad hoc network by means of an experimental study.
Their findings match those obtained by simulations, namely,
TCP connections may experience significant unfairness. They
mention several aspects that are usually neglected in simula-
tion studies of the IEEE 802.11b protocol. For instance, since
the control frames (RTS, CTS, ACK) and data frame may be
transmitted at different rates, this produces different transmis-
sion ranges and carrier sensing ranges in the network.

In [53] Chen et al. study the impact of TCP’s congestion
window limit (CWL) on TCP throughput in SANETs. In fact,
they relate the problem of setting TCP’s optimal CWL to
identifying the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of multi-hop
paths, as they argue that TCP’s congestion window should be
less than the BDP. They prove that regardless of the MAC
layer being used, the value of the BDP in bytes at multi-hop
routes cannot exceed the value of the round-trip hop-count
(RTHC) times the size of data packets in bytes of these multi-
hop routes. This is done by assuming similar bottleneck band-
widths along the forward and reverse route. In the case of the
IEEE 802.11 MAC layer protocol, when a node is transmit-
ting, all other nodes that are inside its interference range or
that receive the RTS or CTS frames will remain silent until
the transmission ends. The limit on CWL is illustrated in the
scenario in Fig. 4: the distance between adjacent nodes is
equal to the node transmission range, which is taken to be
250m, and the node interference range is equal to 500m. For
that scenario, the authors report that the BDP is less than one
fourth of the RTHC, as transmission of data packets can be
done concurrently without collisions only 4-hops nodes away.
Using a simulation of the previous scenario, they found that
when the CWL exceeds one fifth of the RTHC, TCP through-
put decreases substantially. Thus, based on this tighter bound
the authors propose an algorithm to adjust TCP CWL accord-
ing to the RTHC of the routes used. Using their algorithm
they report an improvement in TCP performance of up to 16
percent even in mobile scenarios that contain multiple TCP
connections. In [21] Fu et al. report that given a specific net-
work topology and flow patterns, there exists an optimal TCP
window size W*. Using W*, TCP achieves the best throughput
via improved spatial reuse. But unfortunately, in practice TCP
operates at an average window size that is much larger than
W*. This leads to increased packet loss due to the contention
on the wireless channel. To help TCP operate at around W*,
they propose two techniques: link RED and adaptive pacing
at the link layer. By coupling these two techniques they show
a 30 percent improvement in performance. An overview of
these techniques is given later.

n Figure 4. Multi-hop chain topology.
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3 On repeated transmission failure, 802.11 MAC is allowed to retransmit
short frames seven times and long frames four times.

4 For details about TCP versions see Appendix I.
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SUMMARY

We conclude that two major problems cause TCP perfor-
mance degradation in MANETs: TCP is unable to distinguish
between losses due to route failures and losses caused by net-
work congestion, and TCP suffers from frequent route fail-
ures. In SANETs, TCP faces two other major problems: the
contention on wireless channel, and TCP unfairness. Based on
these four problems, the TCP proposals in the next section
will be grouped into four sets.

PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE
TCP PERFORMANCE IN AD HOC NETWORKS

In this section we present the various proposals that have
been made in the literature to improve the performance of
TCP in ad hoc networks. We group these proposals into four
sets according to the four problems identified previously.
These four problems are:
• TCP is unable to distinguish between losses due to route

failures and those due to network congestion.
• Frequent route failures.
• Contention on the wireless channel.
• TCP unfairness.
We note that the first two problems are the main causes of
TCP performance degradation in MANETs. However, the last
two problems are the main causes of TCP performance degra-
dation in SANETs. Figure 5 shows a general classification of
each set of proposals. We classify the proposals that belong to
the same set to two types: cross layer proposals and layered
proposals. The cross layer proposals rely on interactions
between two layers of the Open System Interconnection (OSI)
architecture. These proposals were motivated by the fact that
“providing lower-layer information to the upper layer should
help the upper layer perform better.” Thus, depending on
which two OSI layers will have informations exchanged
between them, cross layer proposals can be further classified
into four types: TCP and network, TCP and link, TCP and
physical, and network and physical. Layered proposals rely on
adapting OSI layers independently from other layers. Thus,
depending on which layer is involved, layered proposals can
be further classified into three types: TCP layer, network
layer, and link layer proposals.

In general, cross layer solutions report better performance
than layered solutions. However, layered solutions respect the
concept of designing protocols in isolation, so they are consid-
ered to be long term solutions. Thus, to choose between cross
layer and layered solutions we must first decide what is a pri-
ority for us: performance optimization or architecture. Perfor-
mance optimization can lead to short term gain, while
architecture is usually based on longer term considerations. In
addition, cross layer solutions are more complex
to implement and design than layered solutions,
because the implementation of cross layer solu-
tions requires at least modifications of two OSI
layers, and their design requires that the system
be considered in its entirety. For more discus-
sions about cross layer design in ad hoc networks
we refer the reader to [54].

PROPOSALS TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN LOSSES
DUE TO ROUTE FAILURES AND CONGESTION

The proposals that address the problem of TCP’s
inability to distinguish between losses due to
route failures and losses due to network conges-
tion in MANETs can fall into to two categories:
TCP and network cross layer proposals, and TCP
layer proposals.

TCP and Network Cross Layer Proposals
TCP-F — TCP Feedback [55] is a feedback-based approach to
handle route failures in MANETs. This approach allows the
TCP sender to distinguish between losses due to route failure
and losses due to network congestion. This is done as follows.
When the routing agent of a node detects the disruption of a
route, it explicitly sends a Route Failure Notification (RFN)
packet to the source. On receiving the RFN, the source goes
into a snooze state. The TCP sender in snooze state will stop
sending packets and will freeze all its variables such as timers
and congestion window size. The TCP sender remains in this
snooze state until it is notified of the restoration of the route
through a Route Re-establishment Notification (RRN) pack-
et. Upon receiving the RRN, the TCP sender will leave the
snooze state and will resume transmission based on the previ-
ous sender window and timeout values. To a avoid blocking
scenario in the snooze state, the TCP sender, upon receiving
the RFN, triggers a route failure timer. When this timer
expires the congestion control algorithm is invoked normally.

The authors report an improvement by using TCP-F over
TCP. The simulation scenario is basic and is not based on an
ad hoc network. Instead, they emulate the behavior of an ad
hoc network from the viewpoint of a transport layer.

ELFN-based Technique — The Explicit Link Failure Notifica-
tion technique [16] is similar to TCP-F. However, in contrast to
TCP-F, the evaluation of the proposal is based on a real inter-
action between TCP and the routing protocol. This interaction
aims to inform the TCP agent about route failures when they
occur. The authors use an ELFN message, which is piggy-
backed onto the route failure message sent by the routing pro-
tocol to the sender. The ELFN message is like a “host
unreachable” Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) mes-
sage, which contains the sender receiver addresses and ports, as
well as the TCP packet’s sequence number. On receiving the
ELFN message, the source responds by disabling its retransmis-
sion timers and enters a “standby” mode. During the standby
period the TCP sender probes the network to check if the route
is restored. If the acknowledgment of the probe packet is
received, the TCP sender leaves the standby mode, resumes its
retransmission timers, and continues the normal operations.

In the mentioned reference, the authors study the effect of
varying the time interval between probe packets. They also
evaluate the impact of the RTO and the Congestion Window
(CW) on the restoration of the route. They found that a
probe interval of 2 sec. performs the best, and they suggest
making this interval a function of the RTT instead of giving it
a fixed value. For the RTO and CW values upon route
restoration, they found that using the prior values before
route failure performs better than initializing CW to 1 packet
and/or RTO to 6 sec., the latter value being the initial default
value of RTO in TCP Reno and New Reno versions.

n Figure 5. Classification of proposals to improve TCP performance in ad hoc
networks.
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This technique provides significant enhancements over
standard TCP, but further evaluations are still needed. For
instance, different routing protocols should be considered
other than the reactive protocol DSR considered in [16], espe-
cially proactive protocols such as OLSR [56]. In [41] Anan-
tharaman et al. report that in the case of high load 5 ELFN
performs worse than standard TCP because ELFN is based on
probing the network periodically to detect route re-establish-
ment. In addition, in [57] Monks et al. find that even in the
case of light load ELFN performs worse than standard TCP
by 5 percent in the case of static ad hoc networks.

ATCP — Ad hoc TCP [17] also utilizes network layer feed-
back. In addition to the route failures, ATCP tries to deal
with the problem of high Bit Error Rate (BER). The TCP
sender can be put into persist state, congestion control state,
or retransmit state. A layer called ATCP is inserted between
the TCP and IP layers of the TCP source nodes. ATCP listens
to the network state information provided by ECN (Explicit
Congestion Notification) messages [58] and by ICMP “Desti-
nation Unreachable” messages; then ATCP puts the TCP
agent into the appropriate state. On receiving a “Destination
Unreachable” message, the TCP agent enters a persist state.
During this state the TCP agent is frozen and no packets are
sent until a new route is found by probing the network. The
ECN is used as a mechanism to explicitly notify the sender
about network congestion along the route being used. Upon
reception of the ECN, TCP congestion control is invoked nor-
mally without waiting for a timeout event. To detect packet
losses due to channel errors, ATCP monitors the received
ACKs. When ATCP sees that three duplicate ACKs have
been received, it does not forward the third duplicate ACK
but puts TCP in the persist state and quickly retransmits the
lost packet from TCP’s buffer. After receiving the next ACK,
ATCP will resume TCP to the normal state. Note that ATCP
allows interoperability with TCP sources or destinations that
do not implement ATCP.

ATCP was implemented in a testbed and evaluated under
different scenarios, such as congestion, lossy links, partition,
and packet reordering. In all cases the transfer time of a given
file using ATCP yielded better performance than TCP. How-
ever, the used scenario was somewhat special, since neither
wireless links nor ad hoc routing protocols were considered.
In fact, the authors used an experimental testbed consisting of
five PCs equipped with Ethernet cards. With these PCs, the
authors formed a four-hop network.

In addition to route failure, ATCP tries to deal with the
problem of high BER, network congestion, and packet
reorder. This advantage makes ATCP a more robust proposal
for TCP in MANETs. However, certain assumptions, such as
an ECN-capable node as well as the sender node being always
reachable, might somehow be hard to meet in a mobile ad hoc
context. Also, the probing mechanism used to detect route re-
establishment generates problems in the case of high load, as
in the ELFN proposal.

TCP-BuS — TCP Buffering capability and Sequence informa-
tion [19], as in previous proposals, uses network feedback to
detect route failure events and to take convenient action in
response to these events. The novel scheme in this proposal is
the introduction of buffering capability in mobile nodes. The
authors select the source-initiated on-demand ABR [59]
(Associativity-Based Routing) routing protocol. The following
enhancements are proposed.

Explicit Notification: Two control messages are used to
notify the source about the route failure and the route re-
establishment. These messages are called Explicit Route Dis-

connection Notification (ERDN) and Explicit Route Success-
ful Notification (ERSN). On receiving the ERDN from the
node that detected the route failure, called the Pivoting Node
(PN), the source stops sending. Similarly, after route re-estab-
lishment by the PN using a Localized Query (LQ), the PN will
transmit the ERSN to the source. On receiving the ERSN, the
source resumes data transmission.

Extending Timeout Values: During the Route ReConstruc-
tion (RRC) phase, packets along the path from the source to
the PN are buffered. To avoid timeout events during the RRC
phase, the retransmission timer value for buffered packets is
doubled. 

Selective Retransmission Request: As the retransmission
timer value is doubled, the lost packets along the path from
the source to the PN are not retransmitted until the adjusted
retransmission timer expires. To overcome this, an indication
is made to the source so that it can retransmit these lost pack-
ets selectively. 

Avoiding Unnecessary Requests for Fast Retransmission:
When the route is restored, the destination notifies the source
about the lost packets along the path from the PN to the des-
tination. On receiving this notification, the source simply
retransmits these lost packets. However, the packets buffered
along the path from the source to the PN may arrive at the
destination earlier than the retransmitted packets. In this case
the destination will reply by duplicate ACK. These unneces-
sary request packets for fast retransmission are avoided. 

Reliable Retransmission of the Control Message: In order
to guarantee the correctness of TCP-BuS operation, the
authors propose to transmit reliably the routing control mes-
sages ERDN and ERSN. The reliable transmission is done by
overhearing the channel after transmitting the control mes-
sages. If a node has sent a control message but did not over-
hear this message relayed during a timeout, it will conclude that
the control message is lost and it will retransmit this message.

This proposal introduces many new techniques for the
improvement of TCP. The novel contributions of this paper
are the buffering techniques and the reliable transmission of
control messages. In their evaluation the authors found that
TCP-BuS outperforms the standard TCP and TCP-F under
different conditions. The evaluation is based only on the ABR
routing protocol, and other routing protocols should be taken
into account. Also, TCP-BuS did not take into account that
the pivoting node may fail to establish a new partial route to
the destination. In this case, what will happen to the packets
buffered at intermediate nodes is not handled by the authors.

TCP Layer Proposals
Fixed RTO — This technique [42] is a sender-based technique
that does not rely on feedback from the network. In fact, the
authors employ a heuristic to distinguish between route fail-
ures and congestion. When two timeouts expire in sequence,
which corresponds to the situation in whixh the missing ACK
is not received before the second RTO expires, the sender
concludes that a route failure event has occurred. The unac-
knowledged packet is retransmitted but the RTO is not dou-
bled a second time. This is in contrast to standard TCP, in
which an “exponential” backoff algorithm is used. The RTO
remains fixed until the route is re-established and the retrans-
mitted packet is acknowledged.

In [42] Dyer et al. evaluate this proposal by considering dif-
ferent routing protocols as well as the TCP selective and the
delayed acknowledgment options. They report that significant
enhancements are achieved when using fixed-RTO with on-
demand routing protocols. Nevertheless, as stated by the
authors themselves, this proposal is restricted to wireless net-
works only, a serious limitation since interoperation with
wired networks is clearly necessary. Also, the supposition that
two consecutive timeouts are the exclusive results of route
failures need more analysis, especially in cases of congestion.5 25 TCP connections.
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TCP Door — TCP Detection of Out-of-Order and Response
(DOOR) is an end-to-end approach [18]. This approach,
which does not require the cooperation of intermediate
nodes, is based on out-of-order (OOO) delivery events. OOO
events are interpreted as an indication of route failure. The
detection of OOO events is accomplished either by means of
a sender-based or a receiver-based mechanism. The sender-
based mechanism uses the non-decreasing property of the
ACKs sequence numbers to detect the OOO events. In the
case of duplicate ACK packets, these ACKs will have the
same sequence number, so that the sender needs additional
information to detect an OOO event. This information, called
an ACK Duplication Sequence Number (ADSN), is a one-
byte option added to ACKs. The ADSN is incremented and
transmitted with each duplicate ACK. However, the receiver-
based mechanism needs an additional two-byte TCP option,
called the TCP Packet Sequence Number (TPSN), to detect
OOO events. The TPSN is incremented and transmitted with
each TCP packet, including the retransmitted packets. If the
receiver detects an OOO event, it should notify the sender by
setting a specific option bit, called the OOO bit, in the ACK
packet header.

Once the TCP sender knows about an OOO event, it takes
the following two response actions: it temporarily disables
congestion control, and instantly recovers during congestion
avoidance. In the former action, the TCP sender disables the
congestion algorithm for a specific time period (T1). In the
latter action, if the congestion control algorithm was invoked
during the past time period (T2), the TCP sender should
recover immediately to the state before the invocation of the
congestion control. In fact, the authors make the time periods
T1 and T2 a function of the RTT.

In the simulation study presented in [18], different scenar-
ios are considered by combining all the mechanisms and
actions mentioned above. Their results show that sender-
based and receiver-based mechanisms behave similarly. Thus,
they recommend the use of the sender detection mechanism
as it does not require notifications from the sender to the
receiver. Regarding the two actions mentioned above to be
taken upon an OOO event detection, they have found that
both actions lead to significant improvement. In general, TCP
DOOR improves TCP performance up to 50 percent. Never-
theless, the supposition that OOO events are the exclusive
results of route failure deserves much more analysis. Actually,
multipath routing protocols such as TORA [60] may produce
OOO events that are not related to route failures.

Comparison — Six proposals have been presented. These
proposals address the problem of TCP’s inability to distin-
guish between losses due to route failures and losses due to
network congestion. The authors of these proposals proceed
with a TCP and network cross layer solution, such as TCP-F,
ELFN, ATCP, and TCP-BuS, or a TCP layered solution, such
as Fixed RTO and TCP-DOOR. The four TCP and network
cross layer proposals, TCP-F, ELFN, ATCP, and TCP-BuS,
are based on an explicit notification from the network layer to
detect route failures, but they differ in how to detect route re-
establishments. TCP-F and TCP-BuS use the explicit notifica-
tion from the network layer, while ELFN and ATCP use a
probing mechanism. Compared with the explicit notification,
the probing mechanism is easy to implement, but what is the
optimal value of the probing interval? And what is the impli-
cation of this mechanism in the case of high load? In particu-
lar we saw that in the case of high load, the ELFN proposal
performs worse than standard TCP. Among the four cross
layer proposals, ATCP emerges as a robust proposal as it sup-
ports mechanisms to alleviate the negative impact of high
BER and packets out-of-order on TCP performance. Howev-
er, this proposal needs to revise certain assumptions, such as

the existence of an ECN-capable node. Table 1 compares the
key features of the four TCP and network cross layer propos-
als. The TCP layer proposals, Fixed RTO and TCP DOOR,
employ an end-to-end TCP layer approach to distinguish
between packet losses induced by routes failures and losses
caused by congestion. In Fixed RTO, this is done by consider-
ing two consecutive timeouts as a sign of route failures. In
TCP-DOOR, when the source or the sink receives out-of-
order packets, it concludes that a route failure has occurred.
The main advantage of these two proposals is that they do not
require explicit notification from the routing layer, nor do
they require the cooperation of other nodes to detect route
failures. Comparing these two proposals, TCP DOOR per-
forms better than fixed RTO, but at the cost of more modifi-
cations.

PROPOSALS TO REDUCE ROUTE FAILURES

The proposals that address the problem of frequent route fail-
ures in MANETs can be classified into three categories: TCP
and network cross layer proposals; network and physical cross
layer proposals; and network layer proposals.

TCP and Network Cross Layer Proposal
Split TCP — TCP connections that have a large number of
hops suffer from frequent route failures due to mobility. To
improve the throughput of these connections and to resolve
the unfairness problem, the Split TCP scheme was introduced
to split long TCP connections into shorter localized segments
[61] (see Fig. 6). The interfacing node between two localized
segments is called a proxy. The routing agent decides if its
node has the role of proxy according to the inter-proxy dis-
tance parameter. The proxy intercepts TCP packets, buffers
them, and acknowledges their receipt to the source (or previ-
ous proxy) by sending a local acknowledgment (LACK). Also,
a proxy is responsible for delivering the packets at an appro-
priate rate to the next local segment. Upon receipt of a
LACK (from the next proxy or from the final destination), a
proxy will purge the packet from its buffer. To ensure source-
to-destination reliability, an ACK is sent by the destination to
the source, similar to what occurs in standard TCP. In fact,
this scheme also splits the transport layer functionalities into
end-to-end reliability and congestion control. This is done by
using two transmission windows at the source, the congestion
window and the end-to-end window. The congestion window
is a sub-window of the end-to-end window. While the conges-
tion window changes in accordance with the rate of arrival of
LACKs from the next proxy, the end-to-end window will
change in accordance with the rate of arrival of the end-to-
end ACKs from the destination. At each proxy there would be
a congestion window that would govern the rate of sending
between proxies.

Simulation results indicate that an inter-proxy distance of
between three and five impact favorably on both throughput
and fairness. The authors report that an improvement of up
to 30 percent can be achieved in the total throughput by using
Split TCP. The drawbacks are large buffers and network over-
head. Also, this proposal makes the role of proxy nodes more
complex, as for each TCP session they have to control packet
delivery to succeeding proxies.

Network and Physical Cross Layer Proposals
Preemptive Routing in Ad Hoc Networks — As we report-
ed earlier, in MANETs TCP may suffer from long idle peri-
ods induced by frequent route failures. This proposal [62]
addresses this problem by reducing the number of route fail-
ures. In addition, it also reduces route reconstruction latency.
These are achieved by switching to a new route when a link of
the current route is expected to fail in the future (see below).
This technique is coupled with the on-demand routing proto-
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cols AODV and DSR. The mechanism to detect failure is
power-based. More specifically, when an intermediate node
along a route detects that the signal power of a packet
received from its upstream node drops below a given thresh-
old, called the preemptive threshold, this intermediate node
will detect a routing failure. For example, in Fig. 7, when
node 4 senses that the signal power of a packet received from
node 5 drops below the preemptive threshold, it will detect
the routing failure event. On detecting this event, node 4 will
notify the source of the route, node 1. On receiving this notifi-
cation, the source’s routing agent proactively looks up a new
route. When the new route is available, the routing agent
switches to this new route. The value of the preemptive
threshold appears to be critical. Indeed, in the case of a low
threshold value, there will not be sufficient time to discover
an alternate path before the route fails. Also, in the case of a
high threshold value the warning message will be generated
too early. To overcome the fluctuations of the received signal
power due to channel fading and multipath effects, which may
trigger a preemptive route warning and cause unnecessary
route request floods, the authors use a repeated short mes-
sage probing to verify the correctness of the warning message.
For example, in Fig. 7 when the signal power of the packet
sent from node 5 and received at node 4 drops below the pre-
emptive threshold, node 4 sends a ping message to node 5.
On receiving this message, node 5 replies with a pong mes-
sage. On receiving the pong message, node 4 checks the signal
power of the pong message to veri-
fy that the link 4 – 5 is going to fail.
The ping-pong handshake is repeat-
ed several times.

Using simulations the authors
show that their scheme yields a
reduction of the number of route
failures and decreases latency by 30
percent. It should be noted that
this scheme is “packet receipt
event-driven” and that failures can-
not be detected if no packets are
transmitted.

Signal Strength-based Link
Management in Ad Hoc Net-
works — This algorithm [36] is

similar to the previous algorithm. However, in this algorithm
each node keeps a record of the received signal strengths of 
1-hop neighboring nodes. Using these records, the routing
protocol predicts link break events in the immediate future.6
This prediction is called Proactive Link Management. On
detecting this event, the source’s routing agent is notified by a
Going Down message (see Fig. 7). On receiving this message
the source’s routing agent stops sending packets and initiates
a route discovery procedure. The novelty of this proposal is
the Reactive Link Management mechanism, which increases
the transmission power to re-establish a broken link. Reactive
and Proactive Link Management mechanisms can be coupled
in the following way: on predicting that a link is going to be
down, the node’s routing agent notifies the source to stop
sending, and this node increases its transmitting power to han-
dle packets in transit that use this link.

The authors use simulations to show that their scheme
yields a 45 percent improvement in TCP performance. Note
that only light load scenarios are considered.

Network Layer Proposal
Backup Path Routing — This proposal [44] aims to improve
the path availability of TCP connections using multipath rout-
ing. The authors found that the original multipath routing dete-

n Figure 6. TCP split.

Lack message from P1 to S Lack message from D to P2

Lack message from P2 to P1
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first stage from S to P1

Message flows through the
second stage from P1 to P2
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first stage from P2 to D

S P1

P2
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6 Immediate future means after 0.1sec.

n Table 1. Comparison of TCP and network cross layer proposals to distinguish between losses due to route failures and congestion.

TCP-F ELFN ATCP TCP-BuS

High BER packet loss Not handled Not handled Handled Not handled

Route failures (RF)
detection

RFN packet freezes
TCP sender state

ELFN packet freezes
TCP sender state

ICMP “destination unreachable”
freezes TCP sender state

ERDN packet freezes 
detection TCP sender state 

Route reconstruction
(RR) detection

RRN packet resumes
TCP to normal state Probing mechanism Probing mechanism ERSN packet resumes TCP

to normal state

Packet reordering Not handled Not handled Handled Not handled

Congestion window
and RTO after RR Old CW and RTO Old CW and RTO Reset for each new route Old CW and RTO

Reliable transmission
of control messages Not handled Not handled Not handled Handled

Evaluation
Emulation no
routing protocol
considered

Simulation Experimental no routing
protocol considered Simulation
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riorates TCP performance due to the inaccuracy in average
RTT measurement and out-of-order packet delivery. Thus, they
introduce a new variation of multipath routing, called backup
path routing. The backup path routing proposal maintains sev-
eral paths from source to destination, but it only uses one path
at any time. When the current path breaks, it can quickly switch
to an alternate path. Using simulations, the authors observed
that maintaining one primary path and one alternate path for
each destination yields the best TCP performance. For the
selection criteria of paths, the authors consider two schemes.
The first scheme consists of selecting the shortest-hop path as
the primary and the shortest-delay path as the alternate. The
second scheme consists of selecting the shortest-delay path as
the primary and the maximally disjoint path as the alternative.
The alternate maximally disjoint path is the path that has the
fewest overlapped intermediate nodes with the primary path.
Comparing the two selection schemes, they found that the first
scheme outperforms the second scheme. As a result of using
the second scheme, routes tend to be longer in number of hops.
Comparing TCP performance over the DSR routing protocol
with backup routing, the authors report an improvement in
TCP throughput of up to 30 percent with a reduction in routing
overheads. These results are based on various mobility and traf-
fic load scenarios. However, the authors did not evaluate the
scheme in which the shortest path is selected as the primary
and the maximal disjoint as the alternative.

Comparison — Four proposals have been presented. These
proposals address the problem of frequent route failures that
induce long idle time. The authors of these proposals proceed
with a TCP and network cross layer solution such as Split TCP,
or a network and physical cross layer solution such as preemp-
tive routing, and signal strength-based links, or a network layer
solution, such as backup routing. The main cause of route fail-
ures in MANETs is node mobility. Split TCP is based on split-
ting long TCP connections, in term of hops, into short
segments to decrease the number of routing failures. However,
this generates increased overhead. In preemptive routing and
signal strength-based link management, the problem is
addressed by predicting link failures and initiating a route
reconstruction before the current route breaks. Signal strength-
based link management proposals use a more robust approach
to predict failures than preemptive routing. Backup routing
improves TCP path availability by storing an alternate path
that is used when a routing failure is detected. Backup routing
reports an improvement in TCP throughput of up to 30 per-
cent with a reduction in routing overhead, but further evalua-
tions are needed, especially for the route selection criteria.

PROPOSALS TO REDUCE
WIRELESS CHANNEL CONTENTION

Proposals that address the problem of contention on the wire-
less channel in SANETs can be grouped into three categories:
TCP layer proposals, network layer proposals, and link layer
proposals.

TCP Layer Proposals
Dynamic Delayed Ack — This
approach [20] aims to reduce the
contention on wireless channels by
decreasing the number of TCP
ACKs transmitted by the sink. It is
a modification of the delayed ACK
option (RFC 1122) that has a fixed
coefficient d = 2. In fact, d repre-
sents the number of TCP packets
that the TCP sink should receive
before it acknowledges these pack-
ets. In this approach, the value of

d is not fixed and it varies dynamically with the sequence
number of the TCP packet. For this reason the authors define
three thresholds, l1, l2, and l3, such that d = 1 for packets
with sequence number N smaller than l1, d = 2 for packets
with l1 ≤ N ≤ l2, d = 3 for l2 ≤ N ≤ l3, and d = 4 for l3 ≤ N. In
their simulations they study the packet loss rate, throughput,
and session delay of TCP New Reno, in the case of short and
persistent TCP sessions on a static multihop chain. They show
that their proposal, with l1 = 2, l2 = 5, and l3 = 9, outper-
forms standard TCP as well as the delayed ACK 21 option for
a fixed coefficient d = 2, 3, 4. They suggest that better perfor-
mance could be obtained by making d a function of the
sender’s congestion window instead of a function of the
sequence number.

Network Layer Proposals
COPAS — The COntention-based PAth Selection proposal
[63] addresses the TCP performance drop problem caused by
contention on the wireless channel. It implements two tech-
niques: the first employs disjoint forward and reverse routes,
which consists of selecting disjoint routes for TCP data and
TCP ACK packets; the second technique is dynamic con-
tention-balancing, which consists of dynamically updating dis-
joint routes. When the contention of a route exceeds a certain
threshold, called the backoff threshold, a new and less con-
tended route is selected to replace the high contended route.
In this proposal the contention on the wireless channel is
measured as a function of the number of times a node has
backed off during each interval of time. Also, any time a route
is broken, in addition to initiating a route re-establishment
procedure, COPAS redirects TCP packets using the second
alternate route. Comparing COPAS and DSR, the authors
found that COPAS outperforms DSR in term of TCP through-
put and routing overheads. The improvement of TCP through-
put is up to 90 percent. However, the use of COPAS, as
reported by the authors, is limited to static networks or net-
works with low mobility because as nodes move faster, using a
disjoint forward and reverse route increases the probability of
route failures experienced by TCP connections. This may
induce more routing overhead and more packet losses.

Link Layer Proposals
Link RED — Link Random Early Detection (RED) [21] aims
to reduce contention on the wireless channel by monitoring
the average number of retransmissions (avg) at the link layer.
When the avg number becomes greater than a given thresh-
old, the probability of dropping/marking is computed accord-
ing to the RED algorithm [51]. Since it marks packets, Link
RED can be coupled with ECN to notify the TCP sender
about the congestion level [58]. However, instead of notifying
the TCP sender about the congestion level, the authors
increase the backoff time at the MAC layer.

Adaptive Pacing — The goal of this proposal [21] is to
improve spatial channel reuse. In the current IEEE 802.11
protocol, a node is constrained from contending for the chan-
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nel by a random backoff period, plus a single packet transmis-
sion time that is announced by the RTS or CTS frame. How-
ever, the exposed receiver problem persists due to the lack of
coordination between nodes that are two hops away from
each other. Adaptive pacing solves this problem by increasing
the backoff period by an additional packet transmission time.
This proposal works together with Link RED as follows.
Adaptive pacing is enabled by Link RED. When a node finds
its average number of transmission retries to be less than a
threshold, it calculates its backoff time as usual. When the
average number of retries goes beyond this threshold, adap-
tive pacing is enabled and the backoff period is increased by a
duration equal to the transmission time of the previous pack-
et. Working together, Link RED and adaptive pacing have
reported an improvement in TCP throughput as well as the
fairness between multiple TCP sessions. However, in this pro-
posal the additional backoff time is based on the packet size,
so the existence of different data packet sizes in the network
should be inspected.

Comparison — Three proposals have been presented. These
proposals address the problem of contention on wireless chan-
nel, which is the main cause of TCP performance degradation
in SANETs. The authors of the proposals proceed with a TCP
layer proposal, such as Dynamic delayed ACK, or with a net-
work layer proposal, such as COPAS, or with a link layer pro-
posals, such as LRED/adaptive pacing. Dynamic delayed ACK
is a simple approach that aims to reduce the contention on
wireless channels by decreasing the number of TCP ACKs
transmitted by the sink. However, COPAS attacks this prob-
lem by using disjoint forward and reverse routes, and dynamic
updating of disjoint routes based on contention level. COPAS
reports an improvement in TCP throughput of up to 90 per-
cent. LRED and adaptive pacing attack the contention prob-
lem from its origin at the link layer by detecting contention
and increasing the backoff time at the link layer before packet
transmission. However, these two proposals are based on the
packet size to compute the backoff time, and this may gener-
ate problems in the case of a network that supports multiple
packet sizes.

PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE TCP FAIRNESS

The proposals that address the problem of TCP unfairness in
SANETs can be classified into one category: link layer pro-
posals.

Link Layer Proposals
Non Work-Conserving Scheduling — The goal of this pro-
posal [64] is to improve fairness among TCP flows crossing
wireless ad hoc and wired networks. The authors adopt the
“non work-conserving scheduling” policy for ad hoc networks
instead of the “work-conserving scheduling.” This is done as
follows. The link layer queue7 sets a timer whenever it sends a
data packet to the MAC. The queue outputs another packet
to the MAC only when the timer expires. The duration of the
timer is updated according to the queue output rate value.
Specifically, the duration of the timer is a sum of three parts,
D1, D2, and D3. D1 is equal to the data packet length divided
by the bandwidth of the channel. D2 is a delay, the value of
which is decided by the recent queue output rate. D3 is a ran-
dom value uniformly distributed between 0 and D2. D3 is used
to avoid synchronization problems and to reduce collisions. 

The queue calculates the output rate by counting the num-
ber of bytes, C, it outputs in every fixed interval T. To deter-
mine the value of D2, the authors set three thresholds, X, Y,
and Z (X < Y < Z) for C, and four delay values, D21, D22,

D23, and D24 (D21 < D22 < D23 < D24) for D2, as shown in
Eq. 1. The heuristic behind Eq. 1 is to penalize greedy nodes
with a high output rate by increasing their queuing delay D2
and to favor nodes with small output rates. By means of simu-
lations, the authors report that their scheme greatly improves
fairness among TCP connections at the cost of moderate total
throughput degradation.

(1)

Neighborhood RED — This proposal [50] aims to enhance
TCP fairness in MANETs. Unlike in wired networks, the
authors show that RED does not solve TCP’s unfairness in
MANETs because the congestion does not happen in a single
node, but in an entire area involving multiple nodes. The local
packet queue at any single node cannot completely reflect the
network congestion state. For this reason the authors define a
new distributed queue, called the neighborhood queue. At a
node, the neighborhood queue should contain all packets
whose transmissions will affect its own transmission in addition
to its packets.8 Since it is difficult to get information about all
these packets without introducing significant communication
overhead, which may need 2-hop information exchange, a sim-
plified node neighborhood queue is introduced. It aggregates
the node’s local queue and the upstream and downstream
queues of its 1-hop neighbors. Now the RED algorithm is
based on the average queue size of the neighborhood queue.
The authors use a distributed algorithm to compute the aver-
age queue size. In this algorithm the time is slotted. During
each time slot, the idle period of the channel is measured.
Using this measurement, a node estimates the channel utiliza-
tion and the average neighborhood queue size. The accuracy
of the estimation is controlled by the duration of the slots.
Using simulations of SANETs, they verify the effectiveness of
their proposal and the fairness improvement of TCP.

Comparison — Two proposals have been presented. These
proposals address the problem of TCP unfairness in SANETs.
To deal with the TCP unfairness problem, the authors of the
proposals proceed with link layer proposals, such as non
work-conserving scheduling and neighborhood RED. In the
non work-conserving scheduling proposal, this is done by
penalizing greedy nodes with high output rate by increasing
their queuing delays at the link layer. However, in neighbor-
hood RED it is up to TCP to regulate its transmission rate
when it senses packets being dropped. The RED algorithm in
this proposal is applied to a distributed queue, called the
neighborhood queue, which does not contain the node local
queue as well as the upstream and downstream queues of its
1-hop neighbor. Neighborhood RED is better than the non
work-conserving approach as it does not cause degradation in
total throughput. 

GENERAL COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

It is difficult to compare the different proposals that aim to
improve TCP’s performance in MANETs. Some of them have
been designed to solve different problems. By examining all of
these proposals, we identify four major problems:
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7 In NS-2, Link layer queue is called InterFace queue (IFq).

8 Affect means: prevent a node from transmitting because of channel cap-
turing, or to induce transmission failure to carrier sensing MAC protocols.
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• TCP is unable to distinguish between losses due to route
failures and losses due to network congestion.

• Frequent route failures.
• Wireless channel contention.
• TCP unfairness.
We note that the first two problems are the main causes of
TCP performance degradation in MANETs. However, the
second two problems are the main causes of TCP perfor-
mance degradation in SANETs. To solve these problems the
authors of the proposals proceed with a cross layer solution or
a layered solution. In terms of complexity, cross layer solu-
tions are more complex to implement and design than layered
solutions, because the implementation of cross layer solutions
requires at least the modification of two OSI layers. Also, as
they break the concept of designing protocols to be indepen-
dent of other layer protocols, their design requires that we
consider the system in its entirety. In the following, we com-
pare the proposals that share a common problem. Table 2
contains a detailed comparison of these proposals. The com-
parison is based on five features: 
• The first one is the solution type, which can be cross

layer or layered.
• The degree of complexity.
• The network type.
• TCP connection load and type.
• The basis of evaluation.
We identify three degrees of complexity: high, medium, and
low. Layered solutions are considered to be of medium or low
complexity, whereas cross layer solutions are considered to be
of medium or high complexity.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the state-of-the-art of TCP over static and
mobile ad hoc networks (SANETs and MANETs). The princi-
pal problem of TCP in this MANET environment is clearly its
inability to distinguish between losses induced by network
congestion and others types of losses. TCP assumes that losses
are always due to network congestion. While this assumption
in most cases is valid in wired networks, it is not true in
MANETs. In MANETs, there are indeed several types of
losses, including losses caused by routing failures, by network
partitions, and by high bit error rates. Performing congestion
control in these cases, as TCP does, yields poor performance.
In static multi-hop ad hoc networks the principal problem of
TCP is the contention on the wireless channel that induces
route failures and losses. In order to solve these problems,
several proposals have been made in the literature. We classi-
fied these proposals as layered proposals and cross layer pro-
posals. In cross layer proposals, TCP and the underlying
protocols cooperate to improve ad hoc network performance.
For example, TCP and network cross layer proposals use
explicit notification to inform TCP about route failures, which
requires cooperation from intermediate nodes as in TCP-F,
TCP-ELFN, ATCP, and TCP-BuS. In layered proposals, one
OSI layer is adapted. For example, TCP layer proposals
require only the cooperation of the sender and receiver, as in
TCP-DOOR and Fixed-RTO. However, cross layer proposals
yield higher improvement than layered proposals.

The frequent route failures and route re-establishments in
MANET environments introduce a new challenge to the TCP
congestion control algorithm, and leads us to pose the follow-
ing questions: Does the actual congestion control algorithm
behave efficiently in dynamic environments such as MANETs?
Are the parameter values that are used in TCP to compute
the retransmission timeout after a route re-establishment valid
in MANETs? As an extension of this work we intend to
answer these questions.
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APPENDIX: OVERVIEW OF TCP VERSIONS

TCP is a window-based acknowledgment-clocked flow control
protocol. It uses an additive-increase/multiplicative decrease
strategy for changing its window as a function of network con-
ditions. Packets of a TCP connection are sent with increasing
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consecutive sequence numbers. In the simplest operation of
TCP, at each arrival of a packet at the destination, an ACK is
sent back to the source with information about the next
sequence number that is expected. Thus, if all packets up to
packet n – 1 have reached the destination, then the last arrival
will trigger an ACK with sequence number n. If a packet n is
lost in the network and packet n + i, i = 1, 2, 3 arrives at the
destination, then each of these packets will trigger an acknowl-
edgment indicating that the destination is expecting packet n.
These are called duplicated ACKs. In the absence of losses,
starting from one packet or from a larger value, the window is
increased exponentially by one packet every non-duplicate
ACK until the source estimate of network capacity is reached.
This is the slow start (SS) phase, and the capacity estimate is
called the slow start threshold (ssthresh). In most versions of
TCP (Tahoe, Reno, and New Reno) once ssthresh is reached,
the source switches to a slower increase in the window by one
packet for every window’s worth of ACKs. This phase is called
the congestion avoidance (CA) phase. The window increase is
interrupted when a loss is detected. Two mechanisms are
available for the detection of losses: the expiration of a
retransmission timer (timeout), or the receipt of three dupli-
cate ACKs (the latter is called the fast retransmit (FRXT)
phase. The source then sets its estimation of the capacity to
half the current window. (This action is due to the fact that
when these TCP versions were developed, losses were an indi-
cation of congestion, as TCP was then deployed only over
wireline networks.) Tahoe [65], the first version of TCP to
implement congestion control, at this point sets the window to
one packet and enters the slow start phase to reach the new
sstresh. Slow starting after every loss detection deteriorates
performance, given the low bandwidth utilization during SS.
When the loss is detected via timeout, a more drastic reaction
is taken as a more drastic congestion is understood to occur,
since the ACK stream has stopped. In the case of FRXT,
ACKs still arrive at the source, and losses are recovered with-
out SS. This is the behavior of the newer versions of TCP
(Reno, NewReno, SACK, etc.) that call a Fast Recovery
(FRCV) algorithm to retransmit the losses while maintaining
enough packets in the network to preserve the ACK clock.
Once the losses are recovered, this algorithm ends and normal
CA is called. If FRCV fails to recover the losses, the ACK
stream stops, a timeout occurs, and the source 27 resorts to
SS, as with Tahoe. Among the TCP versions that use the
FRCV, the difference is in the estimation of the number of
packets in flight during FRCV. Reno [66] considers every
duplicate ACK a signal that a packet has left the network.
The problem with Reno is that it leaves FRCV when an ACK
for the first loss window is received. This prohibits the source
from detecting the other losses with FRXT. A long timeout is
required to detect the other losses. NewReno [67] has been
proposed to overcome this problem. The idea is to stay in
FRCV until all the losses in the same window are recovered.
Another problem with Reno and NewReno is that they rely
on ACKs to estimate the number of packets in flight. ACKs
can be lost on the return path, which results in an underesti-
mation of the number of packets that have left the network.
More information is needed to estimate more precisely the
number of packets in the pipe. This information is provided
by the selective ACK (SACK) [68], a TCP option containing
the three blocks of contiguous data most recently received at
the destination. Finally, we mention TCP Vegas, which aims
to decouple congestion detection from losses. In TCP Vegas,
the RTT of the connection and the window size are used to
compute the number of packets in the network buffers. The
window is decreased when this number exceeds a certain
threshold and is increased when it is below some threshold. In
other words, Vegas also uses delay as a congestion indication
and then reacts to reduce its throughput.
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